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Abstract:

Semantic Web technologies are enabling large amounts of data to be preprocessed and stored on
the web to be queried efficiently later. The key technology in this topic is the triple store storing all
information in the form of triples (subject, predicate and object). Depending on the triple patterns used
within the queries, varying graph structures can be observed in the datasets. Currently, such properties
are only exploited implicitly during join optimization in the form of histograms or similar technologies.
Towards a new paradigm for explicitly exploiting graph structures in the datasets, this paper proposes
a new flexible partitioning scheme at runtime. To do so, we experimented with partitioning schemes,
that can be selected depending on the actual data access within a given query in order to improve query
performance. The experimental results show that the proposed flexible data partitioning schemes are
faster, up to a factor of 12.65 in comparison to no partitioning.
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1 Motivation

The Semantic Web makes huge datasets [HHK19, TWS20] available that may be queried for
information processing and gathering afterwards. These datasets are continuously growing
in size, either by users adding more information, or by automated data sources continuously
providing new data. According to a survey paper about Semantic Web query languages
[Ba05], SPARQL [SH13] is the most important RDF query language.

Some of these datasets contain more than a billion triples [HHK19]. Such big datasets are
often created, maintained and used by many users. Nevertheless the users of such a Semantic
Web database system desire a fast response time. Both aspects alone are challenging for a
database system. Together the pressure to create fast and resource friendly query execution
plans is increasing even more.
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Fig. 1: CPU performance and storage size over the last 70 years. CPU-data modified from github
[Ru20]. Storage-data taken from Wikipedia [Ha18]. This figure is not exhaustive and contains only
data, which is available to the public.

To answer many queries on big datasets, the database system may take most out of the
available hardware. The chart in Fig. 1 makes it obvious that the speed of a single processor
core stagnates over the last 10 years. For further performance boosts, information technology
companies have been developing CPUs with an increasing number of cores. The multi-core
systems require massive parallelization for efficiently utilizing the hardware capacity and to
satisfy the increasing demand for higher data processing capabilities. At the same time, the
available persistent storage is increasing, too. The additional storage can be used to support
massive parallelization by providing multiple variations of the original data. It opens up
new challenges and opportunities for research in the context of parallel query processing.

Previous research [Ar11] has shown that various features of SPARQL such as ”projection”,
”basic triple pattern”, ”join”, ”optional join” and ”filter” are used frequently. All of these
operators can be evaluated in parallel. This is advantageous because they can be evaluated
even without communication between the threads, if the data is partitioned according
to suitable columns. Since evaluating ”projection” and ”filter” in parallel is trivial, the
remainder of this paper will focus on the join operator.

For the most part, join operators are executed using merge and hash join implementations.
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Because merge joins may achieve a much higher performance than other implementations,
whenever data is already sorted according to the join columns based on some previous
operations or by accessing appropriate indices like B+-trees. Therefore we will focus on
merge joins.

To improve data parallelism, we have analyzed the fundamental structure of data in the
triple stores and the methodology of accessing it. In SPARQL, access to the stored triples is
formulated in terms of triple patterns. In each triple pattern, all three components of a triple
need to be specified either as a constant specifying constraints on matched triples or as a
named variable for storing queried triple components.

We assume that an entirely different number of result rows can be expected based on the
triple pattern being processed. On the one hand, when only the predicate is a constant, then
we assume that the number of result rows are very high. In other words, a small number of
predicates is required to retrieve the whole data. On the other hand, when only the predicate
is a variable, then we assume that there are almost always only a few results. Similar
assumptions are reasonable for other combinations of variable and constant occurrences in
the triple patterns. Therefore we analyzed a synthetic dataset from the SP2B benchmark
[Sc09] as well as some real world datasets , i.e. BTC2019 [HHK19], Barton[Ab07], YAGO1
[SKW07], YAGO2 [Ho13] and YAGO2s [BKS13], as shown in Fig. 2.

This is interesting, because data parallelism works best if there is a lot of data. That means,
if only the predicate is a constant, then data partitioning may gain huge improvements. But,
when only the predicate is a variable, then the improvement - if any - is small. If we consider
all possible triple patterns, we come to the conclusion, that a constant in the subject position
leads to few results, so that the partitioning may hardly bring any advantages. Every other
triple pattern yields more results such that a benefit due to data parallelism may be likely.
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(b) Barton, 78 million triples
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(c) YAGO1, 19 million triples
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(d) YAGO2, 112 million triples
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(e) YAGO2s, 171 million triples
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(f) BTC2019, 256 million triples

Fig. 2: The figure shows the cumulative distribution function 5 (- < G). The X axis shows the number
of triples which share the same value at the columns specified by legend entry. The Y axis represents
the percentage of the triples in the whole triple store which share their value with at most X triples.
The names of the graphs consist of the constant values of the triple pattern. For example the graph P
shows the relation for triple patterns of type ?s <p> ?o, where the predicate is a constant.
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The main contributions of this article are:

• Introducing a flexible partitioning scheme of the data, which allows to select the
number of partitions at runtime. Therefore we store multiple different partitioning
schemes at runtime.

• Analyzing the number of partitions yielding the best performance for parallel merge
joins depending on the number of triple patterns and the amount of stored data.

• We propose a function to predict the optimal number of partitions depending on the
data in the store and the query.

• Comparing exhaustively different parallelization strategies.
• Procuring a performance improvement up to a factor of 12.65 in comparison to no
partitioning.

2 Related work

There are several ways for improving the performance of joins in the context of triple store
access. The most important among them are discussed below.

2.1 Additional indices

The indices RDF3X [NW08, NW10] and Hexastore [WKB08] are often used in triple store
implementations. Both index variants use a dictionary for mapping the actual values to
internal numeric ids.

RDF3X [NW08, NW10] uses 6 indices, which consist of all possible collation orders of S, P
and O, which are SPO, SOP, PSO, POS, OSP and OPS. The SPO index is the short form for
the collation order, where the triples are first ordered by their subject, then by the predicate
and finally by the object. The other collation orders only differ in which triple component is
ordered first, second and last. Due to performance considerations, the ordering is applied
based on the integer ids instead of the values. Additionally the ordering allows to use very
efficient compression. The indices themselves are stored as B+-trees. Because the data is
ordered, each triple pattern in the query can be translated to a range scan in the B+-tree.

Hexastore [WKB08] uses 6 indices with all the collation orders. Instead of a B+-tree,
Hexastore [WKB08] uses a multi layer linking structure. Taking the SPO-index as an
example, each subject points to a list of predicates, which in turn points to a list of objects.
Such a list of objects can be shared with the PSO index, because they are exactly the same.
Each of these lists is ordered. After the first triple is found, both indices (RDF3X and
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Hexastore) allow a simple iteration over an ordered list. Both triple stores support aggressive
usage of the merge join on already sorted data retrieved from its indices [NW10, WKB08].

In contrast to the above indices, which are both indexing triples, another contribution
[NC20] proposes to index sub-graphs. The Triag-index [NC20] searches for triangular
patterns in the graph, and stores them in a separate index. It allows a query optimizer to
replace multiple consecutive joins by a range scan in their index structure. Especially in the
context of ontologies it may yield high performance.

2.2 Parallel SPARQL processing

In this category, one approach [BK20] partitions the triples vertically, so that all predicates
are stored in separate virtual tables. Within these tables the subjects and objects are stored in
the form of independent arrays. The connection between these tables and arrays is established
by vectors of pointers. The authors signify a higher storage efficiency of their approach
- especially in a distributed context where it is important to find the node containing the
required data.

Merge joins have a huge performance advantage over hash joins. Therefore, another approach
[AKN12] partitions and orders the data on demand, so that massively parallel merge joins
can be used everywhere. Even if this paper [AKN12] is about database systems in general,
its results apply to Semantic Web database systems as well. Due to the sort operations at
runtime, this approach requires a lot of available memory. Additionally this sorting step
requires more computation time, compared to our approach, which can directly read ordered
and partitioned data from the triple store.

In another paper [GG11], partitioning threads are used to horizontally partition the input
data of the join operator. In this way, any intermediate result can be partitioned into any
number of partitions at runtime, but at expense of the runtime overhead for partitioning.
If the input for merge joins comes directly from the triple store, then partitions can be
directly accessed based on the ranges in B+-trees. As a range is determined according to
the histogram of the corresponding triple pattern, the partition sizes of the triple pattern
to be joined may be unbalanced. This article additionally evaluates the performance gain
using the pipeline parallelism. The main disadvantages of operator-based parallelism are
the queues between the operators, which on the one hand require storage space and on the
other hand entail thread safety by locking.

Our approach is novel in this context because it avoids the usage of partitioning threads
and queues completely by employing multiple materialized balanced partitions which are
flexibly chosen at query optimization time.
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2.3 Distributed SPARQL processing

Our contribution focuses on local database systems. Nevertheless there exist several strategies
in the distributed context, which provide different approaches to partition triple data. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no distributed implementation with the same functionality
as proposed in our contribution.

On top of the parallel SPARQL processing, which parallelizes on a single node, data
can be distributed to multiple nodes for achieving a higher degree of parallelization. A
prerequisite is obviously the presence of several nodes, as well as a fast connection between
them for maintaining high performance. Similar to node local partitioning, the triples need
to be assigned to a node. Typically such algorithms assign a node to each triple using a
deterministic algorithm. The key task of all these algorithms is to yield a uniform distribution
among all nodes.

In another paper [Ha16], the triples are distributed by a hash function on the subject. It may
allow to process many joins locally on the corresponding nodes, which may reduce the
network communication cost. The independent joins are similar to partitioning in a node
local context. If a join can not be evaluated locally on a node, then hash joins may be heavily
used for exploiting the advantage of the hash based distribution.

There are also approaches [Ha07], which allow to query from multiple data sources
simultaneously. Therefore, they attach a context - the original data source - to each triple such
that their database system effectively stores quads. Similar to other hash based approaches
[Ha16], the hash function only uses one component of the triple for its partitioning. Hash
based distribution can also be used for map-reduce based database systems [Pa13]. All of
the above distribution strategies use only one component of a triple for assigning a node.

However, the following strategies use all components of a triple to calculate the assigned
node. In the approach [JSL20], the connectivity between triples is calculated, and close
connected triples - called ”molecules” - are assigned to the same node. Apart from the
huge overhead during initialization, it may allow to calculate many joins independently and
locally at a node. Another approach [Ze13] uses a completely different encoding. Similar
to a previous strategy [JSL20], data is distributed such that related data is stored close to
each other. In this case, the data is stored in the form of of adjacency-lists. The advantage is,
that each node knows, which other nodes have related data. Therefore, distributed joins can
explicitly access the relevant nodes, which reduces the communication overhead.

The key idea of all data distribution algorithms is to reduce or even remove the communication
overhead as much as possible. As long as the data can fit in the memory of a single node,
evaluating local queries is often much faster. In the remainder of this document, only
node-local improvements in query evaluation are considered.

Flexible data partitioning schemes for parallel merge joins in semantic web queries 243
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3 Our approach - flexible data partitioning
To use data parallelism, the data must be distributed over an arbitrary number of partitions.
The key problem is to optimize the number of partitions. If we use too many partitions, then
the overhead is larger than the benefit. If we use too few partitions, then both a fair data
distribution and resource utilization (in terms of CPU core usage) is not possible.

If only merge joins are used, then the actual computation is so fast that the overhead caused
by live partitioning can not be effectively compensated [GG11]. Hence, we propose to
materialize different partitions already in the indices as parallel inputs to our merge join
threads without introducing any computational overhead.

Fig. 2 shows that each triple pattern yields drastically different numbers of triples. Therefore,
it is not possible to pick just a single number and use it for establishing the number of
partitions. As a solution, we propose to use several different partitioning schemes - for each
index - at the same time. This allows very flexible data storage depending on the expected
data properties. Additionally, we are able to choose the used number of partitions during
query optimization time. It enables a much more fine grained control over the effective
parallelism. Fig. 3 shows a structural example of our proposed triple store implementation.
It is important that each partitioning scheme can choose both: a different hash function
and another number of partitions. We want to explicitly store partitions according to these
different partitioning schemes to avoid the partitioning overhead at query runtime.

RDF3X

SPO

partitioning scheme 1
partition by P
=1 partitions

partition 1

ID-triple

· · · partition =1

ID-triple

· · ·
partitioning scheme <1

partition by O
=<1 partitions

partition 1

ID-triple

· · · partition =<1

ID-triple

· · ·

Fig. 3: Structure of database system implementation

Each partitioning scheme occupies persistent storage space. The more schemes are defined,
the more memory is required. Therefore, we propose to store only a few of the most effective
schemes. Unfortunately, it may introduce another type of problem requiring different
numbers of partitions to join with each other.

To enable efficient implementations, we restrict ourselves to the numbers of partitions with
a power of two. The efficiency comes from the properties of the modulo operator. If the
number of partitions is halved, then exactly two partitions need to merge to a single one -
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without touching any other partition. It allows to use much less locking, because less threads
share common locks, and therefore increases the speed. In Sect. 4 we evaluate where to use
which partitioning scheme.

4 Evaluation

To gain insight into how the number or presence of an additional partitioning layer affects
the database system performance, there are many performance aspects to consider. In this
paper, we focus on parallel main-memory query evaluation of merge joins.

4.1 Experimental setup

We use two different Benchmark Systems to verify the validity of our findings independently
of the hardware architecture. That enables us to compare an server CPU with a recently
introduced desktop CPU of the current generation.

The first machine (M1) is a dual socket machine using Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3 CPUs with a
clock rate of 2.4GHz. In our experiments, hyper threading is enabled such that there are 24
hardware supported threads. Each socket is assigned with 16GB memory, such that a total
of 32GB memory is available. The database systems either use gcc 5.4 or Java 1.8.265 in
the server-edition.

The other machine (M2) is a single socket machine using an Intel i9-10900K CPU with a
clock rate of 4.9 GHz. On this machine, hyper threading is enabled as well, such that there
are 20 hardware supported threads. This machine has 64GB of RAM installed. It uses Java
14.0.2 in the server-edition.

4.2 Implementation details

Our database system LUPOSDATE30003 is a rewrite of LUPOSDATE [Gr11]. The old
LUPOSDATE [Gr11] is implemented in Java. The new LUPOSDATE3000 database system
is implemented in Kotlin programming language in order to support different targets like
the JVM, JavaScript and native binaries for desktop, server, web and mobile environments.
Currently, Kotlin-JVM-target is the fastest, therefore all benchmarks are evaluated using
Java runtime. LUPOSDATE3000 uses a dictionary to map all values to integer IDs. These
IDs are then stored in an index similar to RDF3X using all 6 collation orders. During query
evaluation, LUPOSDATE3000 uses both column and row iterators, preferring the column
iterators where applicable. In our experiments, the hash function used for partitioning only

3 https://github.com/luposdate3000/luposdate3000.git
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performs the modulo operator to the integer IDs in the store. We yield uniform partition
sizes with these hash functions.

We choose Apache Jena4, blaze-graph5 and virtuoso6 as competitive database systems,
because they are the most used open source RDF database systems according to an RDF
database ranking [DB20].

Jena is an RDF store written in Java. Since we use Kotlin-JVM-target, it allows to compare
two different database systems using the same Java runtime environment. The triples are
stored in B+-trees.

Blaze-graph is written in Java. The indexes are stored in B+-trees which are influenced by
Google’s BigTable system.

Virtuoso is written in c++. In our tests, we only use the RDF interface of virtuoso. It allows
the comparison to a compiled database system, and verifies our expectation that garbage
collected languages are not inherently slow.

4.3 Datasets and queries

In order to facilitate clear indications about how exactly partitioning influences the execution
times, we use simple queries as shown in Fig. 4. The query Q1 is used as a template for
the benchmarks which use up to 16 consecutive merge joins. Q2 is the only query, which
enforces a hash join, all other queries can be evaluated using only merge joins.

PREFIX b: <http://benchmark.com/>
SELECT *
WHERE {
?s b:p0 ?o0 .
?s b:p1 ?o1 .
?s b:p2 ?o2 .

}

(a) Query Q1

PREFIX b: <http://benchmark.com/>
SELECT *
WHERE {
?s b:p0 ?o0 .
?s b:p1 ?o1 .
?o1 b:p2 ?o2 .

}

(b) Query Q2

Fig. 4: SPARQL queries used for the benchmarks.

We create synthetic data such that it matches our requirements of selectivity and output
size. Because our proposed changes are not related to join order optimization, we do not
want any side effects of the applied optimizer. Therefore our generated triple structure is the
same for every triple pattern in our query.

4 Version 3.14.0
5 Version 2.1.6
6 git://github.com/openlink/virtuoso-opensource.git, Revision 840b468fc400a254eab0eb20f1afde6ca3c2220d
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We label all our graphs with result rows instead of the usually used number of triples. In
this way, we can enforce a uniform workload across all the used threads. Furthermore, a low
selectivity combined with a low number of input triples would yield too few result rows
without notice. A few results would not be uniformly distributed to the threads, which in
turn decreases the benefit achieved from multiple threads.

4.4 Query optimizer

Due to the new partitioning scheme, there are lots of possibilities how to execute a simple
query. The query Q1 shown in Fig. 4a can be evaluated using two merge joins. We want
to compare the performance of 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 partitions for each of the join operators
as well as for each of the triple store iterators. We remove the options, where a merge join
requires to change the partitioning of both of its inputs during the runtime, therefore we get
22 · 43 = 256 different operator graphs.
Using the same number of partitions everywhere in the operator graphs yields the best
results. We have verified it using the computer configurations of M1 and M2. Additionally
in our experiments, we have considered different synthetic datasets, too, with either uniform
or non uniform data distributions. For the non uniform synthetic datasets, we increased the
differences such that one triple pattern yields up to 128 times more input than the others.
This has changed the total query evaluation time, but not the optimal partitioning ranking in
the operator graph.

Depending on where exactly the number of partitions changes in the operator graph, the
evaluation speed is not that much lower compared to operator graphs using only one partition
count. It means that our approach does not need to assign the same number of partitions to
every collation order.

The query Q2 shown in Fig. 4b joins on two different variables, which means, that we can
not use two merge joins. It yields to some more options for the optimizer especially which
number of partitions on which variable are used for the second join. One option is, to merge
the partitions after the first join, and then change the partitioning of that result just in time
for the second join. The other option is to pass through the partitioning as it is, which means,
that the second join is not partitioned by its join variable. In this case the second join must
read in the whole not partitioned or united input from the other side, to still produce valid
results. Our measurements show, that in this case it is the fastest to use the second option,
which is passing through data which is not partitioned by a join variable.
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4.5 Benchmarks

This section is divided into two parts. The first part deals with the evaluation of a micro-
benchmark with an explicit focus on the performance of the merge join operator. Therefore,
several database system functions are disabled or bypassed. The changes made are:

• The operator graphs, including the partitions to use, are hard coded, in order to
investigate their effects on query performance.

• The benchmark code is included in the LUPOSDATE3000 binary to avoid HTTP-
interface overhead.

• The result is only calculated as a row of integer IDs. The required dictionary lookups
for converting those IDs to Strings are not included in the benchmarks.

This benchmark is intended to show the effect on query evaluation, in case both data
structure and data size are changed. Since, it is not easy to apply the above changes to other
existing database systems, this part is only evaluated within LUPOSDATE3000.

In the second part, the same queries are evaluated on multiple database system implementa-
tions. Here in this part, all database system features are enabled, and the HTTP-SPARQL
endpoints are used.

4.5.1 Micro benchmark

To focus on the performance effects of partitioning during query processing of join operator
chains, a synthetic micro-benchmark is used so that the input data has the desired input
patterns. During the tests, the following properties have an impact on the query runtime:

• Number of input rows and number of result rows: Larger numbers of rows yield higher
speedup because the sequential query initialization phase needs less time compared
to the total computation time.

• Selectivity of the joins: When more rows are filtered away, the next join operator has
less work to do, resulting in faster query processing.

• Number of CPU-cores: Due to the in-memory benchmark-setup, all experiments are
both memory and CPU bounded. As long as the data is evenly distributed, it does not
make any sense to employ more partitions than CPU cores.

• Number or partitions: Currently LUPOSDATE3000 parallelizes its query evaluation
based on partitions only. As a result, maximum speedup corresponds to the number
of partitions. Depending on the other parameters the maximum speedup may not be
reached.
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• Number of consecutive joins: More consecutive joins on the same join columns
increase the throughput because there is no need to serialize or cache intermediate
results.

Since we are interested in comparing the effects of different selectivities within the join
operators, we have generated multiple synthetic datasets. For generation of the datasets we
have used the following strategies:

For selectivities lower than 1, we choose a fixed = which specifies how many triples to skip
after we find a triple participating in a join. Then, we repeat this procedure during data
generation for every basic triple pattern. It yields a selectivity of 1

1+= in each join operator.
In the following we restrict = to be a power of two.

Additionally, we have generated datasets where data volume is increasing within the join
operators. To create such datasets, we emit blocks of < triples, which are then joined with
each other. In the following we choose < to be a power of two. In the experiments we call
this ”selectivity”, too, because it still specifies the factor by which the number of rows
changes within the joins.

To generate our queries, we use the SPARQL template as shown in Fig. 4a. Afterwards, we
change the number of triple patterns according to the desired number of joins.

In Fig. 5 we can see, that all of the three properties (output-rows, selectivity and number of
joins) affect the optimal number of partitions for evaluating a query.

In the bottom right of each figure, there are missing experiments, because we can not create
the target number of output rows. This is due to a massive increase of rows within the join
operator chain, which is higher than the targeted output row count. Low optimal partition
numbers in the bottom left part of each figure are caused by the same reason. Due to the
very small number of triples in the store, it does not make sense to apply partitioning.

The optimal number of partitions is proportional to the theoretical workload, which we had
expected. The more triples are stripped away due to a low selectivity, the more triples must
be available in the store in the first place. The same holds for the number of merge joins.
The more distinct triple patterns we want to join, the more input triples need to be defined.
The last property, increasing the number of output rows obviously requires an increased
number of input rows too. Vice versa, if we would have fixed the number of input rows,
we would yield a similar result. In that case, the optimal number of partitions would be
proportional to the number of output rows.

We used the results of this benchmark to predict the fastest partitioning within the query
optimizer. As a base function we choose the polynomial 0 ·G+1 ·H+2 ·I+3 ·G2+4 ·H2+ 5 ·I2+6
with ”x” as the number of result rows, ”y” as the number of joins and ”z” as the expected
selectivity. We choose this function, because it promises good results for predicting the
fastest partitioning and the function can be evaluated very fast during the query optimization
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1; 1; 11951.01/s 1; 1; 6988.97/s 4; 1.22; 3318.39/s 8; 1.74; 1305.63/s 1; 1; 2852.44/s
1; 1; 8325.75/s 4; 1.11; 4664.09/s 8; 1.37; 2356.1/s 8; 1.81; 1081.97/s 1; 1; 2034.8/s
1; 1; 6469.1/s 4; 1.12; 3891.9/s 8; 1.43; 1980.11/s 8; 2.34; 810.58/s 4; 1; 1713.74/s
4; 1.13; 4129.57/s 8; 1.23; 2632.79/s 8; 1.83; 1408.38/s 8; 2.78; 622.41/s 4; 1; 1687.63/s
4; 1.68; 2370.61/s 8; 2.08; 1351.41/s 8; 2.68; 838.76/s 8; 3.39; 407.48/s 4; 1.33; 1084.47/s
8; 2.28; 1341.13/s 8; 3; 845.07/s 8; 3.43; 495.57/s 16; 4.09; 240.04/s 8; 1.48; 703.8/s
8; 3.03; 747.59/s 8; 4.23; 459.21/s 16; 3.95; 304.57/s 16; 4.96; 159.02/s 8; 1.91; 439.71/s
8; 3.91; 462.1/s 16; 4.14; 327.81/s 16; 5.26; 183.26/s 16; 5.25; 117.81/s 8; 2.62; 231.89/s
16; 3.84; 346.03/s 8; 5.36; 294.95/s 16; 4.56; 261/s 16; 3.93; 217.49/s 16; 2.88; 152.24/s
16; 6.64; 172.17/s 16; 6.35; 170.55/s 16; 5.93; 148.19/s 16; 4.26; 132.05/s 16; 2.88; 104.36/s
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(a) 512 result rows
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1; 1; 21645.8/s
1; 1; 19503.9/s
1; 1; 21480.55/s 1; 1; 13418.52/s
1; 1; 15423.53/s 1; 1; 14017.37/s 2; 1; 6729.39/s
1; 1; 9785.73/s 4; 1; 6990.73/s 4; 1; 5683.9/s 4; 1.7; 1921.11/s
4; 1.01; 6031.27/s 4; 1.41; 3360.12/s 8; 2.04; 1496.61/s 8; 3.21; 509.74/s 4; 1; 1615.29/s
4; 1.07; 4896.31/s 8; 1.03; 2513.95/s 8; 1.6; 1185.2/s 16; 2.24; 422.9/s 1; 1; 1209.3/s
4; 1.23; 3870/s 8; 1.56; 2088.44/s 8; 2.41; 991.51/s 8; 3.63; 372.9/s 2; 1; 2209.97/s
8; 1.3; 2662.15/s 8; 1.79; 1604.25/s 8; 2.56; 802.7/s 16; 3.38; 321.92/s 4; 1; 1634.9/s
8; 1.79; 1745.01/s 8; 2.29; 1095.74/s 8; 3.1; 584.15/s 8; 4.59; 232.83/s 4; 1.16; 1242.46/s
8; 2.48; 1091.12/s 8; 3.01; 689.32/s 8; 4.48; 328.51/s 16; 4.84; 161.14/s 8; 1.21; 918.67/s
8; 3.87; 570.88/s 8; 4.5; 384.78/s 16; 4.96; 220.02/s 16; 6.47; 96.52/s 8; 1.82; 550.25/s
8; 5.2; 306.7/s 16; 5.63; 208.11/s 16; 6.43; 122.83/s 16; 7.7; 63/s 8; 2.56; 307.74/s
16; 6.07; 175.47/s 16; 7.26; 114.2/s 16; 8.54; 59.1/s 16; 9.32; 31.28/s 16; 1.71; 279.5/s
16; 9.15; 82.33/s 16; 9.02; 60.15/s 16; 11.3; 31.65/s 16; 10.08; 17.81/s 16; 1.28; 240.16/s
16; 9.62; 50.77/s 16; 10.16; 34.38/s 16; 10.04; 21.91/s 16; 8.86; 12.25/s 16; 1.23; 142.68/s
16; 11.2; 29.97/s 16; 10.6; 22.18/s 16; 10.39; 14.93/s 16; 9.63; 8.84/s 8; 2.32; 55.72/s
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(b) 2048 result rows
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2; 1; 6634.59/s
4; 1.01; 5989.62/s
4; 1.08; 5419.77/s 2; 1.1; 4449.3/s
4; 1.04; 5790.42/s 4; 1.34; 3776.94/s
4; 1.32; 4110.41/s 4; 1.33; 3918.51/s 4; 1.88; 1949.13/s
4; 1.61; 2739.18/s 4; 1.86; 2045.32/s 8; 2.07; 1554.94/s 8; 3.15; 519.42/s
8; 1.83; 1814.22/s 8; 2.69; 963.02/s 8; 3.78; 428.38/s 8; 5.2; 140.3/s 4; 1.72; 715.68/s
8; 2.36; 1218.23/s 16; 2.13; 638.38/s 16; 2.99; 311.18/s 16; 3.4; 112.21/s 8; 1.92; 353.79/s
8; 2.86; 962.44/s 8; 3.95; 535.4/s 8; 4.86; 265.89/s 16; 5.44; 98.28/s 4; 1.18; 1222.96/s
8; 3.45; 684.37/s 8; 3.91; 394.61/s 16; 4.31; 213.66/s 16; 6.04; 83.77/s 8; 1.34; 837.95/s
8; 3.69; 477.23/s 8; 4.49; 285.49/s 16; 5.22; 147.33/s 16; 6.41; 61.64/s 8; 1.83; 557.51/s
16; 4.62; 245.99/s 16; 5.46; 159.69/s 16; 6.08; 97.73/s 16; 7.03; 44.9/s 8; 2.43; 320.79/s
16; 6.22; 139.12/s 16; 6.41; 101.97/s 16; 8.01; 52.81/s 16; 8.17; 28.84/s 8; 1.77; 308.17/s
16; 7.65; 81.93/s 16; 8.72; 48.42/s 16; 9.78; 27.15/s 16; 9.41; 15.03/s 16; 1.11; 288.45/s
16; 9.76; 37.34/s 16; 10.3; 24.84/s 16; 10.06; 16.59/s 16; 9.49; 9.2/s 1; 1; 258.54/s
16; 12.65; 18.89/s 16; 12.55; 12.92/s 16; 10.41; 8.95/s 16; 9.96; 4.75/s 4; 1.02; 213.3/s
16; 11.47; 11.71/s 16; 11.69; 7.78/s 16; 11.16; 4.6/s 16; 10.34; 2.54/s 8; 1.07; 136.72/s
16; 11.72; 6.08/s 16; 11.18; 4.41/s 16; 11.44; 2.64/s 16; 11.29; 1.48/s 16; 2.1; 57.09/s
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(c) 8192 result rows

Fig. 5: Optimal number of partitions depending on the number and the selectivity of merge joins. The
labels follow the form ”a;b;c”, where ”a” is the optimal number of partitions, ”b” the speedup compared
to no partitions and ”c” the queries per second when no partitions are used. These experiments are run
on computer configuration M2, because the additional RAM allows more experiments to be evaluated.
Evaluating the queries on M1 achieve similar results.
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phase. For our machine M2 we calculated the constants ”a” to ”g” such that we yield the
complete function as seen in Fig. 6. We use the helper function ℎ(I) to convert the selectivity
values to a similar range of numbers as all of the other variables. In a final step, we round
the value to a discrete number of partitions. The prediction function ?(G, H, I) calculates
most numbers of partitions optimally. Nevertheless we calculated the mean squared error
between Fig. 6 and Fig. 5 to be 4.3030, which is quite small in comparison the huge number
of known value pairs to fit.

ℎ(I) = −;>62 (I)
5 (G, H, I) = 0.0025 · G + 1.4827 · H + 1.1277 · ℎ (I) + 0.0906 · H2 + 0.0279 · ℎ (I)2 − 3.3696
?(G, H, I) = 2 blog2 ( 5 (G,H,I)) c

Fig. 6: Prediction function for the number of partitions to use

Even if the above benchmark is evaluated on various synthetic datasets with different queries,
we see the same effects in real world data, too. Every time a query uses a different constant
(for example as a predicate), a completely different subgraph is accessed. Each subgraph
in a real world dataset may contain a different number of triples as we have analyzed in
Fig. 2. When we pick two different subgraphs, and join them with each other, we get very
different selectivities within the join operators as well as different numbers of output rows,
by only changing the query. This approves our assumption, that by just changing the query,
the optimal partitioning scheme changes.

4.5.2 Macro benchmarks

This section presents a macro benchmark for comparing the overall speed of our LU-
POSDATE3000 database system in a macro benchmark to other database systems in this
section.

The database system LUPOSDATE was configured to use either its in-memory storage or a
disk based RDF3X storage layout. Consequently, the results from both in-memory storage
and disk based RDF3X storage layout are presented because the internal implementation
of the triple stores is completely independent. All other database systems are using their
default parameters as suggested by their documentation.

The performance measurements of the blaze-graph database system are suffering from very
large measurement inaccuracies. All other database systems have a very low variation in the
required time for the same query. To counter these inaccuracies, we repeated all experiments
10 times - and use the average measurements in our graphs.

For the experimental comparison, we have executed 10 merge joins on several different
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datasets. These datasets are generated in a manner to yield the target selectivity within each
join operator. Fig. 7 shows the results of this comparison.

We have chosen to fix two different result sizes, and plot the graphs over a changing join
selectivity. Both figures highlight different effects. The experiments of the Jena database
system as well as the in-memory LUPOSDATE in the 128 result rows setting are dominated
by the effect, that a fixed output size with a decreasing selectivity requires an increasing
amount of input data.
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Fig. 7: Performance of Q1 with 10 merge joins on different database systems. These benchmarks are
evaluated on M1 only, because we have multiple instances available, to perform more experiments.
The numbers in the brackets, for example LUPOSDATE3000(6), show the number of used partitions.
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Starting with a selectivity of 1
1+29 the sequential performance of LUPOSDATE3000

decreases, while the time requirement of the partitioned evaluation remains the same.
Although for the macro benchmarks the execution times for LUPOSDATE3000 include
overhead for the endpoint communication and materialization of the string representations
of the values, we still achieve speedups up to a factor of 1.81 compared to no partitioning,
which shows that the correct number of partitions is significant for query evaluation.

All other configurations i.e. virtuoso, LUPOSDATE using RDF3x and partitioned LUPOS-
DATE3000 require the same evaluation time completely independent of the selectivity of
the join operators, because very small data causes the database system to spend most of its
time in static initialization.

When 32768 result rows are used, Fig. 7 shows a completely different performance
characteristic, even if the only difference in the benchmark setup is the higher number of
result rows. virtuoso as well as LUPOSDATE with RDF3X are still unaffected by changing
the selectivity. This indicates that both of these database systems are limited by their
capability to output their finished results. Contrary to before the required time per row
decreases with decreasing selectivity for all LUPOSDATE3000 configurations as well as
blaze-graph. This effect is based on the fact, that the static initialization time is getting
smaller compared to the total evaluation time. Therefore, the overall speed per result row
increases. The in memory LUPOSDATE variant suffers from bad memory management
because e.g. no dictionary is used to map string representations to integer identifiers.
Dictionaries are decreasing the memory footprint in all other database systems such that
out-of-memory-errors are avoided during the triple load phase.

Even if the micro benchmark shows, that for huge numbers of result rows more partitions
are better, the macro benchmark in the 32768 result rows setting is faster, if less partitions
are used. At the same time both benchmarks show, that the sequential execution is slower.
We believe, that this is caused by the different benchmark setup. Especially the sequential
text output requires synchronization between the threads, which is not needed in the micro
benchmark.

5 Summary and future work

In this paper we have investigated the factors which impact the performance of parallel
SPARQL query processing. We have focused on the performance of data parallelism.
According to our experiments, the performance depends on the amount of data in the store,
the available hardware, and the structure of the query to process. In order to avoid overhead
introduced by additional partitioning phases, we propose that the triple store materializes
multiple independent partitioning schemes and choose the best among them on the fly. We
present an experimental analysis and a concept of how a database system may optimize its
query processing in this multi partitioning scheme context.
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In the future we will implement and evaluate this partitioning strategy in a distributed
database context. Due to our choice of Kotlin as our implementation-language, we will be
able to run our database implementation directly on various operating systems. We plan to
use these possibilities to evaluate our approach in a multi-operating-system environment
like the Internet of Things with extremely heterogeneous hardware components. We expect
that our approach will have huge advantages in those environments.
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